Home Learning Activities
Year Group: Year 1
Week beginning: 29.06.20
English
Complete the English daily sessions for Year 1 on The Oak National Academy (see
link below).
Phonics and Reading
Continue reading every day, if possible, remembering to read/look at the same
book 3 times. https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/books/free-ebooks/
1st read = using phonics skills to decode the words (sounding out and blending the
sounds to read the words).
2nd read = increasing confidence and fluency, maybe beginning to add some
expression / character voices with adult modelling.
3rd read = developing understanding of the text by asking your child simple
questions.
Use this link to play lots of fun online games to practise phonics, focusing on the
sounds that your child isn’t confident with.
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/5
Red Hot Challenge!
Watch this beautiful short animation called Bubbles. Using the template provided
(see resources) complete a story map and then use it to write the story. You may
want to do this over a few days.
Mathematics
Complete the Maths daily sessions for Year 1 on The Oak National Academy (see
link below).
Red Hot Challenge!
This is a combined maths and science challenge.
Explore the shape and size of bubbles by making your own bubble blowing wands
or using objects from around the house to blow bubbles (think cookie cutters,
potato masher, colander - anything with holes). Can you blow a bubble that isn't
round? Who can blow the biggest bubble?
These links may help you. https://www.science-sparks.com/bubble-fun-1/
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/how-make-bubble-mixture
Key maths vocabulary to use: size, compare, big/biggest, small/smallest, round,
circle, sphere, square, rectangle, triangle.
Foundation Subjects
Complete the Foundation daily sessions for Year 1 on The Oak National Academy
(see link below).
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/schedule/#schedule
Complete the Week 9 sessions (22nd June)
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Bubble prayers

The Bible says that we can throw (or blow!) all our worries to God, because God
cares for us.
Have a talk about anything you
might be worried about.
When you’re ready, blow the
bubbles. Imagine that you are
blowing the bubbles and your
worries to God.
Remember God cares about you.
Project Learning – Space
The project this week aims to provide opportunities for your child to learn more
about space. Learning may focus on our Solar System, the Sun and the Moon. It
could look at life in outer space from the view of an astronaut and travelling
through space. Here are a few ideas…
● Our Solar System - Encourage your child to think about what they already
know about space and create a mind map. Can they name the planets in our Solar
System? Use the Solar System Song to create a diagram showing the order of the
planets. Or make real ones using balloons and paper mache.
● Astronaut Aerobics - Astronauts have to be fit and agile for their missions into
space. Ask your child to design a home workout and put your agility to the test!
Then, your child can plan a day of healthy eating for the aspiring astronauts
thinking carefully about each food group.
● Rocket Creation – Design and make rocket using objects they can find in the
home such as cardboard boxes, newspapers and tin foil.
● Space science – Have a go at some of the space experiments on the Science
Sparks website.

